
 

Showerproof body
groomer

Bodygroom 7000

 
4-directional pivoting shaver

Integrated, adjustable trimmer

80 min runtime, 1-hour charge

Includes a case, extra shaver

 

BG7040/42

Full-body trim & shave
Our most advanced bodygroomer

The Bodygroom 7000's unique dual-sided design allows you to switch effortlessly

between a four-directional shaver and an adjustable-length trimmer. Also

showerproof, with an 80-minute runtime, extra shaver and premium case.

Skin-friendly performance

For a close and comfortable body shave

Be well-groomed from head to toe while protecting your skin

Trims hair in every direction

Protects skin while shaving or trimming

Easy to use

80 minutes cordless use after a 1-hour charge

Use wet or dry

Easy to grip

Built to last

Warranty for purchase protection

Includes a travel case and spare shaver head
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Highlights

Effortless body grooming

Now you can confidently trim and shave

everywhere below the neck with just one tool.

Use Philips Bodygroom 7000 full body

trimmer and shaver to trim with one single

attachment for an even result on your back,

shoulders, chest, abs, underarm, arms, groin and

legs.

4-directional pivoting head

The 4-directional pivoting body shaver and

trimmer adapts to every contour of your body for

your closest shave yet.

Integrated, adjustable trimmer

You can trim and cut hair in any direction. That's

thanks to the adjustable trimmer with 5 trim

lengths ranging from 1/8”(3mm) to 7/16”(11mm),

including a guard and self-sharpening blades.

Skin-friendly body shaver

This men's body groomer captures short, long

and thick hair in a single stroke thanks to the

blade’s rounded tips, designed to protect your

skin from cuts and nicks.

Advanced lithium-ion battery

Tackle hair on any part of your body with a

single charge. The powerful battery can be used

for 80 minutes on a single 1-hour charge, with a

battery level light that shows how much charge

is left.c

Showerproof

Your wet and dry body groomer is 100% water

resistant, so you can use it in or out of the

shower. For best results, use on dry hair before

showering.

Ergonomic grip

Your body groomer is easy to hold and

manoeuvre, with a rubber ergonomic grip to help

you keep control while you trim.

Built to last

All of our grooming products are built to last.

They come with a 5 year warranty and they

never need to be oiled.

Premium bundle with accessorie

Protect your Bodygroom 7000 in storage or

transit with a fitted case. Also includes a spare

4-directional pivoting shaver head, a $14.99

value.

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs, energy

consumption and CO2 emissions. How? They

offer a significant environmental improvement in

one or more of the Philips Green Focal Areas –

Energy efficiency, Packaging, Hazardous

substances, Weight, Recycling and disposal and

Lifetime reliability.
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Specifications

Cutting system

Shaving element: Foil

Skin comfort: Comfort in sensitive areas

Trimming element: Integrated

Create the look you want

Number of length settings: 5 adjustable length

settings

Ease of use

Secured length settings

Operation: Cordless use

Wet & Dry: Fully washable, Showerproof and

easy cleaning

Maintenance free: No oil needed

Power

Battery type: Lithium-ion

Run time: 80 minutes

Charging: 1 hour full charge

Design

Handle: Ergonomic grip & handling

Service

5-year world-wide warranty*

Accessories

Maintenance: Cleaning brush, Raplacement foil

included
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